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**Loaded with Rich Resources for Students and Educators**

The newly redesigned Britannica Online Academic Edition delivers fast, high quality, comprehensive information to students and faculty. Britannica has an extensive network of contributors, including Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winners, former U.S. presidents, world-renowned scholars, and other experts. Together, they ensure that Britannica is current, accurate, unbiased, comprehensive, relevant, engaging, and international in scope.

**FEATURES:**

- Encyclopædia Britannica®
- EBSCO Journals & Magazines
- eBooks & Primary Sources
- Dictionary & Thesaurus
- Interactive World Atlas
- Personalised Workspace
- Timelines
- Video Collection
- Multimedia & Spotlights
- World Data Analyst

Unique content and tools specifically designed for the research and productivity requirements of colleges and academic libraries. Britannica’s “push-to-publish” technology enables changes, corrections, and enhancements to all of our online products almost instantly.

**ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA APP**

Anytime Access to the Full Encyclopædia Britannica

Discounted Prices Available for Britannica Online Subscribers!
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Image Quest
quest.eb.com

**2.5 Million Rights - Cleared Images from One Convenient Site**

Getty Images, DK Images, Fairfax Images, Photo Library, the National Geographic Society, Oxford Scientific, and over 50 other leading names have joined with Britannica to provide the best and broadest collection of proprietary educational imagery. Free of advertising and from trustworthy sources, Image Quest provides safe and fast access to the highest quality images in all topics. Great for student reports and projects.

“This is a top-quality product with content and usability that exceed my normal scale; a ten all the way... This one is headed for my Best Reference list.”

– Library Journal | School Library Journal*

©2012 Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.Cover Images: Artificial hand, James King-Holmes, Science Photo Library; SEST telescope, David Parker, Science Photo Library; Nuclear power station, TER image, Science Photo Library; University of Adelaide, Flinders University of South Australia, Dave Wells, 1999; Floating market, Sti Barth, Science Photo Library; The Red Flag dancers in Harbin, Glenn Campbell, SHM; Sher Dor Medressa, Michael Runkel, Robert Harding World Imagery; Lava meeting the ocean, Michael Szoenyi, Science Photo Library; De Buidewolf, British Library; Dr. Fuchs, Sir Edmund Hillary and Admiral Dufek South Pole, George Lowe, Royal Geographical Society.
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Quick Electronic Access to Hundreds of Britannica Titles

Hundreds of new non-fiction and circulating titles and Britannica’s popular reference titles are now in e-book format.

**FULL CONTENT OWNERSHIP**
Purchase an e-book and your institution owns perpetual access to that e-book—there are no ongoing annual subscription or platform fees.

**ANYTIME, ANYWHERE ACCESS**
Access from any Internet-connected computer or Windows-based mobile device—24/7. Remote access is also available!

**100+ NEW TITLES EACH YEAR**
The ongoing release of new e-book titles ensures an expanding selection of reliable, high-quality resources.

Visit [ebooks.eb.com](http://ebooks.eb.com) to view the entire selection.

- **Geography:** 70+ titles
- **Science and Maths:** 130+ titles
- **History and Government:** 100+ titles
- **PLUS** biographies, technology, sports, and other subjects!
- **Literature, Arts, and Humanities:** 10+ titles

**CONTACT BRITANNICA TODAY!** For a preview and to book your Free Trial
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